The Levins

Harmonious Acoustic Duo
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“Everyone needs this music.” -Larry Kelp/KPFA FM
“Above all, The Levins’ harmonies recall the best of classic pop vocals…
like The Beatles, James Taylor and Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young.”
Dan Pine- J. / the news weekly of N.California

“The Levins folk music speaks the universal language of hope and compassion.”

-

Serge Kozlovsky of Radio Jewish Magico

“Along with your beautiful voices, your music celebrates our common humanity, reaching across cultural
and religious borders, and the beauty of caring for each other.”
–Lynn Simon/Director of Family & Children’s Services JCC of the East Bay

Thank you, Levins, for such an amazing concert. You kept the house rocking all morning long with your
energetic music and lush harmonies. I was most amazed that you could engage an audience of such a
wide age range… we laughed, we sang, we ALL had a great time!
Cantor Steve Hummel, The Santa Monica Synagogue

Ira & Julia Levin play acoustic music that ranges from folk to pop with the intention of putting a
smile on your face. Their sweet harmonies and wonderful energy are an extension of their
dedication to the upliftment of all. Both singer songwriters, Ira and Julia have had solo and
separate music careers in their own right. Ira Levin is also known as Uncle Eye (as seen on PBS
Kids!) and Julia tours with internationally acclaimed a cappella women’s quartet, Vocolot.
Together they have performed from California to Amsterdam as a duo singing for festivals,
concerts and services.
Their music celebrates Tanach, the Talmud and the Sufi poetry of Hafiz with a lyrical mysticism
that inspires joy. Their concerts are filled with songs and stories that accentuate the connection
between communities, with a light-hearted depth that will delight Jewish audiences and reach
many beyond the Jewish borders. The overall effect is peace and merriment which they bring into
whatever setting they find themselves.
The Levins make an inspiring addition to your Shabbat/Havdallah services, festivals, or
community/family concerts. Contact 510-590-2154 or levins@thelevinsmusic.com
Ira Levin
Vocals & guitar
Julia Bordenaro Levin
Vocals & keyboards/piano
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